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1. Introduction
Since the introduction of lower sulphur content with no more than 0.10% in the Sulphur
Emission Control Areas (SECAs) from 1 January 2015, the Baltic Sea Region (BSR) is
increasingly becoming subject to search for new economically and environmentally competitive
and survival strategies. This challenging situation is jeopardised by the fact that the BSR stands
for a flagship maritime region in Europe in terms of good economic, social and environmental
performance.
Paradoxically, an economic wellbeing and good environmental performance has been
jeopardised due to intense shipping practices, ship operations and services, which, in turn,
resulted from intensifying globalisation, trade and transport interactions. Echoing the
International Transport Forum Forecast (2015), waterborne transport will grow with 327% by
2050, thus producing 238% more CO2 emissions. In Europe, freight volumes will increase by
2050 by 216% with 174% CO2 emissions, respectively. Besides, there will be an enormous shift
in commodity transportation. This is also expected in the BSR, even despite its current
forerunner position among the European Regions (Baltic Development Forum, 2017).
In order to sustain, and much more important, to improve the overall eco-system performance
of the BSR, Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) has been recognised as one of transitional measures,
alternative strategies and business opportunities in maritime shipping and the entire
transportation and energy system. LNG might become a viable stepping-stone alternative
solution for business. It might be also considered as a regulation-driven demand to comply with
environmental regulations that aim to achieve the goals set by 2020–2050.

1.1

Rationale for LNG Value Chain Conceptualisation and Business Modelling

Indeed, it can be claimed that LNG can become an innovative cross-cutting solution for
stronger and more balanced regional integration and development, supporting quantification
and qualification of regional innovation outputs and smart specialisation in energy, mobility,
water transport and industrial modernisations sectors in the BSR. This is especially crucial in
the BSR to sustain economic, environmental and social development. As a result, ‘Go LNG’
ERDF part-financed INTERREG V project (2016–2019) aims at stronger regional development
and innovation by reducing technological, knowledge and business gaps and providing
operational and strategic approach towards exploitation of LNG and value creation from LNG
business. It claims that building a macro-regional integrated LNG value chain, which smartly and
sustainably connects into one chain different transport and mobility modes, energy and power
generation sectors, different technological solutions, customers and end-users with differing
needs, might emerge in an integrated and sustainable LNG value chain of the BSR.
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This paper builds upon the project’s vision and goals in terms of the topic of creating
conceptual and strategic approach on integrated LNG value chain. Majority of literature and
practical contributions address LNG topic rather from the economic point of view, e.g. trade,
price policy, transportation costs1, environmental compliance2, energy or transport technology
perspective3. An integrated view of LNG for regional integration, development and innovation
combining transport, mobility, energy supply and business value chains and clusters with focus
on regional perspective is claimed to be marginalised. Just a few studies record approaches on
LNG use as opportunity, value proposition leading towards emerging value chains that integrate
different transport modes and business sectors, and where LNG is recognised as value
proposition for all stakeholders involved. This bears a clear need to react.

1.2

Study Objectives and Approach

In line with the project, this paper sets out to provide with the grassroots concept on how the
emergence of integrated LNG value chain in the BSR can be facilitated. Building a macroregional transport value chain that connects into one chain different transport modes, diverse
technological solutions and customers with varying needs in a smart and sustainable way, an
integrated and sustainable LNG value chain might emerge. The concept addresses issues on
opportunity recognition, value generation and proposition from LNG as an alternative.
Additionally, peculiarities of emerging LNG value chain in the region are explored, evaluated
and discussed.

Figure 1: Overall Strategy for Integrated LNG Value Chain Study

The research employs qualitative research approach (regional profiles, case studies, company
LNG portfolios, interviews, workshops, etc.). Building upon theoretical treatises on transport
and business value chains, cluster and stakeholder network theories, transportation systems
and networks, intermodal transportation and green corridors’ principles, we compare
traditional LNG value chains and arrive at new forms emerging as a result of macro-regional
1

Wood, 2012; Schinas & Butler, 2016.
Ma et al., 2012; Okamura et al., 2007.
3
Deng et al., 2004; Yoo, 2017.
2
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and multidisciplinary stakeholders’ business interactions among shipping, transport and energy
sectors, where LNG is regarded as an alternative fuel – competitive resource, capability,
capacity. By adopting an integrative perspective, we build up a regional LNG ecosystem, where
a strong governance is needed to provide business with good framework conditions – enabling
doing business, innovating, exploiting and growing. The governance needs to ensure compliance
with regulatory, legislative and environmental requirements. To enable this, we need, however,
strong competence & skills portfolio, operational capacity (infrastructure and technology) and
social capital (collaboration, internationalisation, clustering).
This study is organised in the following. In the beginning, the basic rationale of LNG is provided:
why do we need LNG and what potentials does LNG bring with it. Afterwards, a
methodological framework is introduced that support the integration of LNG among different
transport modes and utilisations sectors. Subsequently, the paper introduces the meaning of
value chains in different perspective – business and transport. Here, the framework serves as a
template / guideline for utilisation by business and industry stakeholders that are involved in
dealing with LNG and would like to streamline LNG update on the market. Finally, this
framework is used to exhibit emerging integration of the LNG value chains in the BSR. Next to
this, the conceptual model for the integrated LNG value chain is proposed as a basic map
(template). This will be further exploited in the forthcoming implementation of the project.

1.3

Anticipated Results and Value Added

This conceptual frame and modelling for LNG value chain integration should be regarded as a
template for any stakeholders dealing with LNG or transport, industry and shipping services
providers. It might be also interesting for those stakeholders that are dealing with power and
energy markets, as LNG is regarded not only as a fuel for ships, but also a source and resource
for heating, energy production.
The paper delivers a way of proceeding towards achieving a shared value from LNG application
and utilisation. This can be done by providing ways of how to diversify and integrate LNG use
along the different transport chains and industry sectors. Through integrative use of LNG along
different transport modes and sectors, LNG might increase its differentiation – become more
competitive alternative fuel and technological solution in terms of environmental and governing
conditions existing in the BSR. This would also open up ways fur further innovation activities
that could enable more efficient an effective utilisation of LNG in the region, also contributing
towards better environmental performance and sustainable development.
This makes the contribution of this study more interesting and efficient, since the concept can
be utilised by business stakeholders, transport and energy planners, managers and policy
makers. It places also contribution to the scientific research, which is likely to be dominated by
the single use of classical concepts and approaches. The proposed concept and modelling
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delivers a cross-sectoral approach addressing different needs of various involved stakeholders
that act in shipping, transportation and energy markets. It is claimed here that this way is much
more feasible, as the transport and energy sectors are not detached from intertwining per se
and therefore cannot be treated isolated from one disciplinary perspective. It is rather an issue
of an integrated cross-disciplinary and cross-sectoral perception, a network-oriented and
experience sharing ecosystem perspective.
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2. Setting the Scene: LNG for Regional Blue Growth & Integration
LNG demonstrates clear increasing pace of integration in transportation and energy markets.
This is especially applicable to the Baltic Sea Region (BSR) 4 . With Norway on board as
experienced partner in dealing with LNG, the region demonstrates confident competence in
development and utilisation of LNG. Yet, the distribution of knowledge and competence across
the individual regions is still unbalanced, and streamlining of LNG use shows great potential for
overall regional ecosystem improvement – increase innovation potential, competitiveness,
propose added value and improve environmental performance indicators of industry and
business players. As a result, this chapter briefly exhibits the rationale of LNG use and
integration in the region and its promising future prospects that can be allocated to the four
key pillars, namely, technological, environmental, economic and social considerations.

2.1

LNG – Understanding the Basic Facts

Liquefied Natural Gas – LNG – is natural gas converted to a liquid form in order to facilitate its
transportation. This is achieved by cooling the gas down to –162 ºC. Tin this process, the gas
reduced the volume to approximately 600 to one (if the gas is initially around 15°C). Within
that process, heavy hydrocarbons (condensate, LPG), carbon dioxide, water and sulphur are
removed.
Once loaded aboard specially designed tankers, LNG is maintained in a liquid state by highly
efficient insulation, which surrounds the cargo compartment. However, since no insulation
system is perfect, a small amount of LNG vaporises or “boils off”. This boil-off helps to autorefrigerate the remaining LNG, thus keeping it in its liquid state. Boil-off is also used to
supplement bunker oil as fuel for the tankers.
LNG is usually shipped in large-scale carriers from liquefaction plants to regasification terminals
and / or storage facilities in importing countries. At the destination country, the LNG is either
re-gasified and flows into the high pressure national gas grid or is kept in liquid form for
different use like transportation or off-grid supply5. Upon arrival at the receiving facility, LNG is
transferred into specially designed storage tanks, where it is stored as a liquid at near
atmospheric pressure and –160°C temperature. The LNG remains in storage until it is
4

BSR is referred to as policy region for implementation of the EU cohesion and regional policy – a macro-region in
the EU. It covers countries / regions (NUTS 2) (Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway and
Sweden, northern Germany (Hamburg, Mecklenburg-Vorpommern and Schleswig-Holstein), northern Poland
(Pomorskie, Warminsko-Mazurskie and Zachodnio-Pomorskie) and most parts of Russia’s North-Western Federal
Districct. For the BSR map, please refer to http://www.interreg-baltic.eu/about-the-programme/area.html,
accessed: 30 January 2018.
5
A. Gabler. (2017). LNG for Mobility Implications on Heavy-Duty Transportation,
https://eeg.tuwien.ac.at/eeg.tuwien.ac.at_pages/events/iewt/iewt2017/html/files/fullpapers/116_Gabl_fullpaper_2017
-02-07_18-34.pdf, accessed: 30 January 2018, p. 1.
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demanded for redelivery. When demanded, it is pumped from the tanks and subjected to both
heat and pressure to return it to a gaseous state for transportation by pipeline6
LNG has the following key characteristics:
Table 1: Key LNG Characteristics

Key LNG Properties (FC)

Property Evaluation
Positive +

Negative –

non- toxic

+

colourless

+

–

non-(flammable)

+

–

non-corrosive

+

energy density is 2.4 times higher than CNG

+

–

Extremely low temperature – minus 160°C
LNG will float in water – weight is about 458 kg/m3 – slightly less than half that
of water
Vapour Dissipation – As the vapour warms around minus 100°C, it becomes
lighter than air and will dissipate

2.2

–

+
–

LNG gains pace in the EU and the Baltic Sea Region

In Europe, LNG has been established as an alternative fuel for shipping on European policy
agendas, from 2013 onwards, while the U.S. and is energy policy considered LNG next to the
CNG as alternative fuels for transportation since 1992 onwards7. Yet, in Europe, the focus on
LNG and its strength deriving from the technical, environmental, economic and social
advantages as a feasible alternative in transportation and energy markets is rapidly accelerating.
Its development is mainly driven by regulative, economic and technological enabling framework
conditions, e.g. regulation from the international maritime or transport organisations, e.g.
Sulphur Emission Control Areas (SECAs); flexible and relatively low LNG price; innovative LNG
technologies (ships, barges, trucks, containers, etc.). Although all of them can be regarding as
main drivers of LNG development, they might bear both enabling and hindering considerations
for LNG development. Despite the bottlenecks associated, the regulative basket can be
regarded as one of the most important in terms of LNG development. It paves the way for and
6
7

http://www.giignl.org/about-lng/lng-basics, accessed: 30 January 2018.
U. S. Energy Policy Act – EPAct.
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enables of turning LNG-related bottlenecks and barriers into opportunities and drivers. This is
possible only when the strength of LNG is understood in the comprehensive way – perceiving
the entire BSR and LNG integration as an ecosystem, which is bound to certain environmental,
technological, economic and social conditions. Additionally, much more focus should be placed
on considering LNG as an alternative and stressing its strength in a consolidated – integral and
multimodal transport and economic perspective.
With the Commission Staff Working Document (SWD (2013) 4 final)8, the European Union
(EU) provided a stepping stone towards LNG utilisation and application in the EU. Before this,
most of the legal frameworks concerned emission and pollution from the waterborne
transportation, e.g. the Marine Fuels Sulphur Directive 2012/33/EU9, later replaced by the
Directive 2016/802/EU10. However, with the given policy framework, the utilisation of LNG still
remained to be challenged. A state of play by this time concerned, for instance, missing or
limited availability of LNG as a fuel; different quality of the fuel available on the market;
unbalanced or lacking LNG receiving, processing and distribution infrastructure and equipment
across the EU; inconformity of technical and bunkering solutions across the EU and within
different transport modes as well as missing harmonisation of standards and technological
interoperability of LNG application. This bottlenecks’ portfolio also includes gaps in
matchmaking legal provisions, knowledge and expertise competences and any other necessary
measures that would enable to adopt LNG in due course as a transitional fuel and feasible
alternative to conventional fuels, which are source of crucial air pollutants (emissions, like NOx,
SOx), particulate matters and greenhouse gases.
As a result, in 2013 the EU has launched the Clean Fuel Strategy11 as a key fundamental step
toward establishing LNG as one of the key future clean fuels. Subsequently, in 2014 the
Directive 2014/94/EU12 on the deployment of alternative fuels infrastructure came into force to
support the evolvement of LNG as transitional fuel that contributes to cleaner low-emission
shipping. It is a missing link, as the directive addresses issues and concerns related to both
infrastructure and standards. The directive is considered as a crucial factor enabling LNG
development across the entire EU. In particular, further steps for LNG infrastructure
development was set up for the EU, in particular, along the key European transport network13
and transport corridors, known as TEN-T core transport network. For instance, LNG
infrastructure should be in place at maritime ports of the TEN-T core network and for heavy8

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:52013SC0004&from=EN, accessed: 30 January
2018.
9
Marine Fuels Sulphur Directive, http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=celex%3A32012L0033,
accessed: 28 January 2018.
10
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/en/TXT/?uri=CELEX:32016L0802, accessed: 28 January 2018
11
http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-13-40_en.htm, accessed: 29 January 2018.
12
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:32014L0094, accessed: 29 January 2018.
13
http://ec.europa.eu/transport/infrastructure/tentec/tentecportal/site/maps_upload/SchematicA0_EUcorridor_map.pdf, accessed: 29 January 2018.
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duty vehicles by 2025, at inland ports – by 2030. This infrastructure is referred to as refuelling
points, i.e. establishment of terminals, tankers, bunkering and refuelling stations, barges, tanks,
mobile containers, etc. Development of this infrastructure is supported by the Regulation No.
1315/2013/EU. It highlights that LNG infrastructure development should be supported
financially in order to be established by 2025-2030. For this, there can be utilised the so-called
Connecting Europe Facility (CEF) to co-fund LNG related infrastructure establishment project.
Due to its geographical location, the Baltic Sea Region (BSR) also falls under this requirement of
place the needed infrastructure. The BSR is highly dependent on LNG development in terms of
environmental, economic, technological innovation aspects as well as the governance of LNG
(regulative, acceptance, collaboration and networking), which can be allocated to the social
capital.

2.3

Rationale for LNG in the Baltic Sea Region

According to the 2016 State of the Region Report ‘The Top of Europe – Doing Well Today,
Feeling Worried About Tomorrow14, the BSR stands for a flagship maritime region in Europe in
terms of good economic, social and environmental performance indicators15. The strength is
also linked to good performance of two key clusters – 1) forestry, furniture, fishing and 2)
water transportation incl. in oil and gas and metal mining that fall into this category. Moreover,
the BSR is one of the top in terms of innovation performance benchmarked against the global
and regional records, e.g. Global Competitiveness Report 2016, Innovation Union Scoreboard
2016. The ‘good’ economic, growth and competitiveness trend is also evident in 201716.
In general, the BSR shows strengths in framework conditions (Figure 1), i.e. aspects of
education, research and learning, competence and skills, while the key bottleneck is the lack of
translating strong competence and capacity, investments and innovation activities into sales and
employment, i.e. effects and positive impact on the region17. This means that the region is
rather limited in its capacity to commercialise innovation competence or research outputs on
the market. While it is better off than the European average on innovation enablers and firm
activities, the number and impact of innovation outputs and economic benefits they create is
only in line with the rest of Europe.
Indeed, this trend can be also visible in case of LNG as an alternative fuel. Innovation
capabilities and capacity transfer are likely to be hampered also in key clusters and target
transport, mobility and energy supply markets, also including LNG. These bottlenecks prevailing
in the BSR can be also linked with the rather hampered utilisation of LNG in the region in
14

https://www.bdforum.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/2016_RegionRep.pdf, accessed: 29 January 2018.
Bengtsson, 2009; Dühr, 2011; Ketels & Pedersen, 2016; Metzger & Schmitt, 2012; Stiller & Wedemeier, 2011;
UBC, 2008; Vitola, 2015.
16
http://www.bdforum.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/2017_RegionRep_WEB.pdf, accessed: 31 January 2018.
17
Ibid., p. 28.
15
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terms of its commercial exploitation, sales and exports. Yet, when compared in the entire
Europe, the BSR is better off than its counterpart macro-regions, e.g. the Southern Europe
ports 18 . This trend can be traced back to the strength of the BSR – its environmental
consciousness, longer tradition of clean energy and transport and stricter environmental
regulations (Baltic Sea – SECA). This positive trend in the BSR is also connected with the
sustainable development across all BSR individual regions. Indeed, this strength in the BSR
should be further sustained – by transferring best practices, innovation and knowledge to other
regions. This might contribute to further competitiveness and innovation.

Figure 2: BSR Innovation Scoreboard 201719

Bearing this mind, we can claim that despite a series of bottlenecks or barriers listed in studies
on LNG establishment on the market in Europe as an alternative fuel, LNG becomes a feasible
18

https://ec.europa.eu/transport/sites/transport/files/modes/maritime/studies/doc/2015-sept-study-internat-eushipping-final.pdf, p. 103, accessed 30 January 2018.
19
Ibid., p. p. 28.
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solution that is made sense for further investigation – but only when understanding key
development trends in the entire (innovation) ecosystem. The focus on LNG development and
utilisation should be changed in this light. It is necessary to take into account the challenging
side of the BSR innovation and performance development patterns. For instance, existing stateof-the-art knowledge, research and competence base should be further integrated in LNG
development and utilisation, transfer and further expansion of the BSR competitiveness against
the other macro-regions. This will also contribute to better and balanced LNG development in
the entire Europe, when existing knowledges and practices are exchanged and transferred. This
is also in line with the EU strategies on cohesion policy and sustainable development. With
regard to the directives governing LNG infrastructure establishment in all Europe, the BSR
might strongly contribute towards achieving a shared value and indicators set by 2025-2030.
Yet, a more strategic and management view needs to be adopted here, values resulting from
LNG use should be better showed and proposed not only for policy, but mainly, customers and
business stakeholders. Furthermore, here we need to integrate and understand different
framework conditions that govern LNG development. And these are not only limited to
operational or infrastructural aspects, but include strategic management and social issues. As a
result, it is argued here that the future of LNG can be streamlined by the following factors:
§

Integrating technological, economic, environmental and social considerations for LNG
feasibility.

§

Embedding more management and strategic thinking into technological and transport
related considerations – e.g. value chain, value proposition, business modelling, etc.

§

Increasing social capacity – better collaboration, linkages, networking and clustering
among different industry sectors and markets, actors, e.g. different transport modes and
customers.

§

Increasing LNG differentiation and diversification.

§

Continuing to pursue innovation processes and smart specialisation.

It is believed that LNG can become an innovative cross-cutting solution for stronger and more
balanced regional integration and development, supporting quantification and qualification of
regional innovation outputs and smart specialisation in energy, mobility, water transport and
industrial modernisations sectors in the BSR. This is especially crucial in the BSR to sustain
technological, environmental, economic and social sustainable development.

2.4

Strategic LNG
Opportunities

Foresight:

Turning

Framework

Conditions

into

This final section of the present chapter will briefly elaborate on the main conditions that
govern LNG utilisation and future outlook. These conditions can be referred to as framework
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conditions. They cover the domains of technology, environment, economy and governance.
Each of these domains are comprised of several indicators that can be ascribed to the main
‘umbrella’ domain, e.g.:
§

Environment – negative footprint from air pollutants, emissions, particulate matters.

§

Technology – progress in technologies and infrastructure in transport, energy and other
markets.

§

Economy – intensifying globalisation and intra-trade among global regions; increasing
supply and demand conditions; cost-benefit scenarios.

§

Governance – international and EU regulations; local regulative incentives; collaboration
and internationalisation.

Having these four main domains that govern LNG development and utilisation, it is necessary to
briefly map their scope and scale, influence and potential future positioning. For this, the
following map in the table is suggested to be used as a first guide in understanding key principals
that govern LNG development. In several studies, some of the framework conditions are
considered as bottlenecks or barriers for LNG development. Yet, here, it is claimed that each
of them can be transferred to opportunity once integrated into the overall ecosystem approach
on the LNG value chain.
Table 2: Matrix of Framework Conditions Governing LNG Development in the BSR

Domain

Framework Condition (FC)

FC Positioning

ENVIRONMENT

Driver
Enabler
+
§ Large-scale deployment of low-CO2 alternative fuels – LNG – can reduce
negative environmental footprints.

+

§ Compared to today's commonly used bunker oil for shipping, LNG reduces
sulphur emissions down to nearly 0% and thereby fulfils existing and planned
emission limits for the currently designated (SECAs) in the EU such as the
Baltic Sea, North Sea and English Channel.

+

§ LNG fuelled ships emit nearly no particulate matters (90-100%), about 90%
less NOx, around 100% SOx (sulphur free) and 20-25% less CO2.

+

§ GHG reduction for inland navigation may reach up to 25% between 1990
and 2030, also by means of renewable energies (bio-methane + methane
from renewable electricity). Further, noise emissions (up to 3db) can be
reduced by LNG engines, in particular, in densely populated waterways and
port areas.

+
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Barrier
–

Domain

Framework Condition (FC)

FC Positioning
Driver
Enabler
+

§ In Europe, freight volumes will increase by 2050 by 216% with 174% CO2
emissions, respectively (European Transport Forum, 2015).

ENVIRONMENT

§ Freight rail and inland shipping generate lower GHG emissions in a time
projection until 2050 as compared with other transport modes EU
Transport.

–
+

§ While the use of LNG in shipping will help to reach environmental targets
with regards to emissions of sulphur and particulate matters, with regards to
the CO2 targets the use of LNG will have to be complemented on the long
run by more energy efficient engines and vessels (e.g. hybrid propulsion).

–

§ For environmental efficiency, LNG has potential to be used in a fuel mix with
e.g. bio-LNG (bio-methane from e.g. biomass), methane from renewable
electricity, methanol and hydrogen.

+

§ On-site liquefaction of bio-methane highly relevant as a renewable energy.

+

§ Future renewable energy prospects imply substitution of LNG in
competition with other alternative.

TECHNOLOGY

§ LNG as alternative fuel can increase transport efficiency.

Barrier
–

–
+

§ Different technological choices and standards lead to rather isolated regional
markets and uptake by the market.

–

§ Technology “borders” inhibit mobility and thus integration of LNG.

–

§ LNG is the most promising alternative shipping fuel technology in the short
to medium term, at least for short sea, e.g. Ro-Ro vessels.

+

§ Nearly a decade of small scale LNG driven ships experience has proven the
reliability of the technology.

+

§ Suitability of LNG for long-distance freight transport as an alternative to
diesel.

+

§ LNG technology available for inland navigation.

+
–

§ LNG infrastructure missing at the main inland waterways.
§ LNG reduces fuel costs on long-term for heavy-duty vehicles.
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+

Domain

Framework Condition (FC)

FC Positioning
Driver
Enabler
+

§ LNG provides extended mileage over CNG due to its lower volume and
implies less frequent refuelling.

+

§ Reduction of fuel costs of LNG in comparison with diesel for inland
navigation by approx. 20%.

+

ECONOMY

TECHNOLOGY

§ Potential for the reduction of absolute GHG emissions low and only
achievable with RE me-thane (methane derived from renewable electricity).

–

§ Feasibility of dual-fuel engines (diesel / LNG) in different transport modes.

+

§ As LNG is a clean, non-toxic substance, it can extend the life of the heavyduty vehicle for up to 3 times longer than a diesel engine. Additionally, LNGfuelled vehicles require much less servicing.

+

§ Refuelling LNG occurs at a regular service station and consumes the same
time needed to refuel an LNG powered vehicle no longer than filling a diesel
one.

+

§ Vehicles running on LNG are far less noisy than conventional diesel engines.
LNG reduces vehicle knock.

+

§ LNG is harder to ignite than diesel and is less of a fire hazard than many
commonly-used fuels. LNG is not held under pressure which greatly reduces
the likelihood of explosions. LNG is non-toxic and non-corrosive and will
not pollute land or water resources in the event of a leak into the
environment.

+

§ Unlike Compressed Natural Gas (CNG), which needs to be located next to
a natural gas pipeline, LNG refuelling sites can be located anywhere, which
means that there is flexibility over the expansion of transport routes for
heavy duty LNG-powered vehicles.

+

§ Market opportunities for BSR industry – support for innovative LNG
business, where BSR is strong or leading among other regions.

+

§ If the BSR acts as a first-mover, global competitiveness vehicles, vessels and
relevant infrastructures industries will be enhanced. This means better GDP
and economic figures, regional development, etc.

+

§ Employment creation in a wide range of sectors in the BSR and EU
(construction, manufacturing, electricity, ICT technology and applications,
advanced materials).

+
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Barrier
–

Domain

Framework Condition (FC)

FC Positioning
Driver
Enabler
+

ECONOMY

§ Risk of loss of leadership in maritime and other manufacturing and servicing
industry, based from increasing overseas competition

Barrier
–

–

§ European transport is 94% dependent on oil, of which 84.3% is imported –
there is a need for energy source diversification.

+

§ Demand for seaborne transport – driven by economic growth.

+

§ Compared to today’s commonly used bunker oil for shipping, LNG reduces
sulphur emissions down to nearly 0% and thereby fulfils existing and planned
emission limits1 for the currently designated sulphur emission control areas
(SECAs) in the EU such as the Baltic Sea, North Sea and English Channel.

+

§ Limited use and financial support, availability of investment funds by means of
SME supporting schemes, cluster support, smart specialisation tools, e.g.
Horizon2020, European Green Vehicle Initiative, Smart Cities Initiative.

–

§ Fragmentation of the internal market for LNG and other alternative fuels.

–

§ LNG can be sourced from a number of world regions and further distributed
via existing and planned LNG import facilities to port based and mobile
refuelling stations. Global known gas reserves are considerably higher than
oil.

+

§ Few ships and vehicles operated with LNG at present.

–

§ Transportation companies need long-term security about infrastructure
spending, capital and operational expenditures to support their willingness to
switch to LNG.

+

§ Quicker amortisation of investments could be achieved by providing
incentives for transport / logistics service providers in terms of price
difference among the conventional and LNG powered vehicles.

+

§ LNG suppliers are unlikely to invest in additional infrastructure unless a
feasible perspective for increased LNG demand is evident.

–

§ Demand and use of LNG can is subject to competition with other fuels /
technologies, e.g. hydrogen, fuel cell vehicles, stationary sector.

–

§ The most important LNG consumer remains maritime transport by 2030.

–

§ LNG costs are lower that of other marine fuels, e.g. marine diesel oil.
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+

Domain

Framework Condition (FC)

FC Positioning

GOVERNANCE

ECONOMY

Driver
Enabler
+
§ LNG is subject to competition when choosing between LNG, marine diesel
oil and HFO in combination with scrubbing technology based on the cost
development of the applicable technology.

–

§ Subsidisation of low-emissions vessels – LNG powered vessels.

+

§ Potential of refuelling services in freight terminals for different transport
modes, e.g. inland, road (heavy-duty vehicles) and railway.

+

§ GHG emissions reduction from transport of 60% by 2050.

+

§ The EU White Paper for Transport has set a greenhouse gas reduction goal
of at least 40% by 2050.

+

§ MARPOL Annex VI – 0.1% As of the 1st January 2015, in the Baltic Sea,
which is the Sulphur Control Area (SECA).

+

§ The global 0.5% sulphur cap for marine fuel will enter force on 1 January
2020 according to MARRPOL Annex VI. The price of the 0.5% fuel cap is
expected by DNV GL to be somewhere in between heavy fuel oil (HFO) and
marine gas oil (MGO). This will offer an additional incentive to ship owners
thinking about switching to LNG, in order to achieve compliance with the
upcoming sulphur cap.

+

§ Efforts by the individual Member States (BSR regions) limited on LNG
promotion as an alternative fuel and support in establishing infrastructure.
§ Member States have full flexibility and freedom to implement the legislative
proposals with minimum requirements given for minimum infrastructure
establishment by 2025-2030.

–
+

§ Yet, national regulations can impede r desynchronise LNG infrastructure
development.

–

§ Directive 2014/94/EU – LNG infrastructure should be in place at maritime
ports of the TEN-T core network and for heavy-duty vehicles by 2025, at
inland ports – by 2030.

+

§ Regulation No. 1315/2013/EU – LNG infrastructure development should be
supported financially in order to be established by 2025-2030, i.e. utilisation
of, e.g. Connecting Europe Facility (CEF) to co-fund LNG related
infrastructure establishment projects.

+
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Barrier
–

Domain

Framework Condition (FC)

FC Positioning
Driver
Enabler
+

GOVERNANCE

§ LNG regulative portfolio (laws, standards and regulations) are still not fully
adapted to the LNG application. In particular, the framework for bunkering
procedures’ standardisation and harmonisation must be modified.

–

§ LNG network establishment and decentralisation of network activities can
facilitate LNG development.

+

§ Support for stakeholders in terms of authorisation and permits issuing in
LNG infrastructure establishment.

+

§ Synergies must be utilised for LN uptake from the different transport modes,
transport and energy sectors.

+

§ A European Strategy for Low-Emission Mobility SWD(2016) 244 final
promotes multimodality, low-emission alternative energy for transport, and
thus LNG.

+

§ Incentives schemes such differentiated infrastructure charges and port fees.

+

§ Energy Efficiency Design Index (EEDI) by the International Maritime
Organisation (IMO), which sets specific criteria for new-built ships. Research
and innovation have thus to be further supported also in view of the longterm competitiveness of the EU's maritime clusters.

+

§ There is still a lack of EU-wide harmonisation of standards for trucks, ships
and infrastructure, especially for LNG filling stations and LNG truck
technology.

–

§ Stricter regulations for inner city transportation with regards to emissions
(CO2, NOx, particulates, noise) could drive the application of LNG powered
vehicles – they are already currently available technology to reduce such
emissions already today.

+

§ Adoption of IMO IGF-Code for LNG and CNG (Safety for ships using gases
or other low-flashpoint fuels) in 2015, in force – 2017.

+

§ IMO’s 70th session of the Marine Environment Protection Committee
(MEPC), the NECA regulation applies to all vessels built after 2021, requires
to reduce NOx emissions by 80% compared to the present emission level. In
MEPC 71st session, there were adopted amendments to MARPOL Annex VI
to designate the North Sea and the Baltic Sea as emission control areas
(ECAs) for nitrogen oxides (NOx) under regulation 13 of MARPOL Annex
VI. Both NECAs will take effect on 1 January 2021, thereby lowering
emissions in those areas.

+
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Barrier
–

The table above provides an extensive view on factors that either drive, enable or hinder and
thus challenge LNG development and integration on the macro-regional scale. In overall, the
portfolio of framework conditions is quite comprehensive. We have seen also, when compared
to the previous study on LNG development in the South Baltic Sea Region, implemented within
the frame of the MarTech LNG Project, South Baltic Programme 2007-201320, there have been
new additional driving or enabling factors as well as challenges coming, which have influence on
the LNG development on the regional scale, the EU, national and global scale. Briefly, we can
differentiate between the main groups of drivers, enablers and bottlenecks or barriers that do
affect LNG development either in a positive or negative way. Yet, it should be highlighted here
that, event having a negative weight with regard to LNG development, a given framework
condition can be transferred into opportunity or its negative impact scale minimised or
controlled.
With regard to the portfolio of the main drivers for LNG development and application in the
BSR, we can differentiate between the following:
§

Environment – LNG implies attractive environmental benefits compared to other
alternative fossil fuels. This includes CO2, SOx, NOx, particles and noise emissions.

§

Technology – continuing adaptation of existing state-of-the-art technologies in LNG
processing and infrastructure establishment, e.g. Norway; The existing LNG
infrastructure for a specific mode may act as a driver for preferential utilisation of LNG
in other modes.

§

Economics – economic growth that leads to increasing transport demand; economies of
scale and thus increasing demand for seaborne transportation and demand for shipping
sector (seagoing and inland vessels); alternative fuel price spread; LNG fuel availability as
a resource.

§

Governance – environmental regulations on international, national and regional levels
(ports); minimum requirements on the EU level to set-up LNG infrastructure / refuelling
points by 2025-2030; emerging harmonisation of regulatory framework for LNG use;
governmental decisions to increase energy independence for a country / region by
developing an alternative energy sources / reduce oil imports.

Coming to the main enabling enablers, the following indicators can be allocated to this group:
§

Environment – opportunities to meet good environmental status, ECAs, EEDI; LNG has
higher density than CNG; environmental awareness of cruise ship passengers and
readiness to pay higher prices.

§

Technology – solutions, like small-scale LNG distribution technologies, engine
technologies; fuel efficiency increase technologies; bunkering technologies available;

20

L. Gerlitz and V. Paulauskas. (2017).
http://martech.golng.eu/files/Main/PDF/2015.06.17_Joint_LNG_Study_consolidated.pdf, accessed: 30 January 2018.
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demand for longer distance vehicles (as a result of economies of scale) – higher LNG
feasibility; higher feasibility of LNG within the NECA, as scrubbers and MGO are only
helpful when complying with SECA.
§

Economics – certain availability of investment schemes; subsidies; increase security of
energy supply; positive business cases’ showcase on saving of operational costs over that
of investment; NOx fund in Norway used for LNG investments; lower vehicles tax rates
for using alternative fuels; individual LNG price index, as the price for LNG can be
negotiated on the individual basis with the supplier; price for LNG investment into ships
is expected to decrease from 20% to 5-10& additional investment costs.

§

Governance – policies and regulations; authorities’ incentives, e.g. ports; modernisation
of regulatory framework might increase interest in LNG; IGF code adopted and in force
from 2017 (mandatory provisions for the arrangement, installation, control and
monitoring of machinery, equipment and systems using low-flashpoint fuels, focusing
initially on LNG); upgrades and amendments for STWC and Code for new training and
qualification requirements for personnel on ships subject to the IGC code from 2017
onwards; amendments and upgrade of the SOLAS (Part F + Part G).

Finally, in terms of the main barriers recognised for the LNG development, we can
differentiate between the following:
§

Environment – accidents with LNG that hampers its public awareness and acceptance;
harmonisation of safety regulations and hazard prevention (flammable); higher time
spent outside ECA.

§

Technology – ship tank size that reduces cargo space; LNG uses approx. twice the
volume of fuel oil for the same energy content; limited research & innovation records as
a result of limited demand; retrofit not possible for all ship types.

§

Economics – lagging behind motivation of ship owners and operations to switch to LNG
without any clear investment back-up and established harmonised LNG network; price
uncertainty; long depreciation costs for ships; high initial investment; using EU / Russian
natural gas is not really cos-effective; lack of public financial support for LNG.

§

Governance – lack of harmonised standards for refuelling points / bunkering facilities;
not harmonised bunkering procedures at ports for small or medium scale operations;
simultaneous LNG bunkering while cargo / passenger loading / embarking; slow permit
issuing processes.
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3. Integrating LNG in Multimodal and Cross-Sectoral Applications
for Shared Value Creation in the BSR
In recent years, LNG has gained increasing attention in Europe on both – policy and business
agendas. The main focus on LNG has been associated with growing consciousness and concerns
towards our living and working environment – the nature. Intense economic activities and
outputs have caused severe negative environmental footprints. Naturally, state-of-the-art and
increasing economic performance requires an intense use of resources and imply a vast number
of processes, activities, transactions and interactions. They all come together in production,
distribution and utilisation of economic outputs. These are impossible without transportation
and trade on regional and global scale, yet. Having economic foresight associated with strong
performance on the one hand, and aiming at reducing or better monitoring negative pressure
on environment on the other hand, there has been seen a great search for novel solutions that
would enable simultaneous achievements – economic rise and decline of negative effects on the
environment and society, going hand in hand. A series of sustainability concepts, adoption of
ecosystem view and integration perspective have been proposed and discussed. The result
thereof should be a focus on shared value that grants positive effects on both – economy,
environment and society in large. A shared value that is achieved through collaboration among
different transport modes, industry and customer sectors. The projection of an integrated LNG
Value Chain is based on the following key steps.

Figure 3: Study Approach towards LNG Value Chain Integration Mapping and Value Creation
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3.1

Towards an Integrated LNG Value Chain – A Reactive and Proactive
Approach

LNG has occupied policy and business agendas, discourses and practices, yet mainly so far
within the shipping – maritime sector. Despite its success for environmental benefits
technological and economic feasibility, LNG integration within other transportation modes and
sectors, such as road, rail and inland waterways markets outside the periphery of seaborne,
maritime short-sea shipping transport is still evolving. Similar conditions prevail with regard to
the rather limited transfer and scarce utilisation of LNG related positive synergies in other
transport modes, industry and customer sectors, e.g. multimodal transportation, energy
production and consumption. These synergies have been achieved in the maritime sector in
terms of innovation, environmental, technological, economic and regulatory (governance)
feasibility. Furthermore, there is observed a gap in adoption of cross-over approach, i.e. going
beyond the boundaries of one single mode / sector. This gap is deriving from the missed
opportunities to integrate, generate and transfer accumulated spill-over effects from and for the
region – by means of innovation, better competitiveness and new growth opportunities.

Figure 4: Merging Reactive and Proactive Approaches for Integration of LNG Value Chain
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As a result, the conceptualisation and mapping approach (Figure 3) for emerging integration
within the LNG value chain in this study is driven by the following demand and gaps recognised:
a) Reactive – response to emerging needs in environmental, economy and societal
domains, especially those barriers and challenges addressed in the portfolio of LNG
framework conditions (Chapter 2);
b) Reactive – there is no conceptual strategic approach and model on how different
transport modes, sectors and stakeholders from one macro-region can be integrated
into one LNG value chain and their joint business interactions generate value for
environment, economy and social welfare.
c) Reactive – there is missing ecosystem perspective, where economic, policy
(governance), social and environmental lenses and applicable theoretical approaches and
concepts are merged (e.g. transport chains and regional innovation).
d) Proactive – non-utilised opportunity recognition by stakeholders for better value
creation: innovation, competitiveness and growth in terms of LNG utilisation.
e) Proactive – the existing LNG infrastructure within the maritime transport and
applications may act as a key driver for the transfer and utilisation of LNG in other
modes.
f) Proactive – intermodal transportation is regarded as integrative force. Therefore, focus
on both integration and multimodality bears strong potential. Indeed, intermodal
transport and multimodality is declared by the European Commission as the key priority
for the year 2018, which contribute to sustainable and integrated transport system21.
g) Proactive – acceleration of horizontally integrated LNG value chains to drive better
performance and outputs – innovation, competitiveness and regional integration.
As a result of the both approaches intertwining in the frame of this study, two key questions
are raised in this study with regard to LNG Value Chain integration, namely:
1) How to Integrate LNG Value Chain for shipping, road and rail transportation and energy
markets (cross-sectoral integration)?
2) How to achieve a shared value from integration of LNG for more than one user
(stakeholder)?
Bearing these questions in mind and taking into account both reactive and proactive approaches
adopted in this study, it is argued that if intermodal transport facilitates integration, the focus
within LNG integration should be placed, first, on intermodal LNG transportation and inter21

https://ec.europa.eu/transport/themes/logistics-and-multimodal-transport/2018-year-multimodality_en, accessed:
30 January 2018.
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(multi)modality. Second, if integration and collaboration lead towards better performance –
innovation, competitiveness and growth, the light needs to be shed on integration principles
that enable to achieve this better performance. Finally, if innovations can be exploited on the
market, they deliver economic and financial values. Yet, these value pool should be expanded
towards customer and social values – the so-called shared value that lets benefiting all
stakeholders involved. This allows achieving multiple positive synergies across the value chains.
Thus, the integration of LNG value chains accelerates by facilitating intermodal
transportation and utilisation of LNG on the different markets (shipping,
transportation and energy). This allows to achieve a shared value that, in turn,
leads towards better integration, collaboration and innovation as well as better
environmental, technological, economic and social feasibility.
Against this background and given the urgent pace of search for best ways or seize the
opportunities, we need to start now in order to solve the dilemmas, find alternative solutions
or confirm their feasibility on the short-term. Only through accomplishment of this state we
able to better equip for the future. As a result, in the next sections, the first attempts are
undertaken to deliver conceptual grassroots towards an underpinned integrating LNG value
chain and value capturing for business, environment and society in the BSR. The proposed
methodological framework and conceptual approach deals with the recognised dilemmas and
integrates recorded opportunities.

3.2

Developing Framework for LNG Integration and Value Creation

The present section exhibits the methodological way of proceeding towards the framework
matrix and conceptual model that are used for understanding and mapping processes, activities,
people and conditions, which stand behind the integration of LNG value chain and value
creation.
To begin with, we take the aforementioned into account and argue that in order to understand
and implement LNG Value Chain integration across different modes of movement (shipping,
road and rail transport) and economic performance sectors (transport and energy), it is
essential to understand key theoretical background beyond the concepts of LNG value chain,
intermodal transport and multimodality, integration and collaboration and shared value creation
and capturing. All these must merge with regard to the anticipated aim (integration of LNG
value chain) and in the given setting (macro-region BSR).
Given the two questions guiding through the study, it is argued that integration and
collaboration among transportation and economic performance sectors in terms of LNG can
create a shared value and lead towards the desired feasibility – within environmental,
technological, economic and social performance domains. Yet, efficient and effective integration
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and collaboration postulates several steps that are essential prior the integration and
collaboration itself.
Bearing in mind the two guiding questions, the integration of LNG value chain and achievement
of value creation are clearly intertwined. They share the same meaning background, as
integration leads to value creation, and value creation cannot be achieved without integration
and collaboration. As a result, the point of departure for the conceptual framework is
understanding the integration principals.
With regard to integration, it is referred to as integration of economic, social and other parts
of economic activity of individual regions as well as integration among activities, processes,
inputs and stakeholders of one (eco)system, e.g. transport, energy, etc. It is essential to achieve
integration on local and regional level. It is because “glocalisation” rather than “globalisation” is
driving enterprises today that are engaged in international markets and develop products and
services that are “mass-glocal” rather than “mass-global”. Indeed, it is reconfirmed to undertake
localisation of manufacturing to meet the special neds of individuals. Despite the global flows, in
order to prepare for the future, we must start at the local level to build local resilience and
local communities22. Proximity plays an important role, as we can learn from specific local and
regional differences. Adjusting products to local and regional markets and identifying local and
regional solutions, which can meet a global market are the two facets of this learning23.
The integration concerns merging external and internal perception, and intertwining different
dimensions of economic, environmental, social, policy and culture sphere into a
multidimensional process24. The success of integration depends on fulfilling two conditions – a)
creation of the demand for the regional markets resulting from cost advantages through
liberalised trade as well as extra-regional logic, characterised by investments and
engagement in international interactions25. As a result, it is clear that both conditions
must be merged within the overall regional performance – regional ecosystem. In addition,
both – reactive and proactive approach are needed here. Indeed, combination of both –
external and internal dimensions is crucial.
In general, the concept of ecosystems, coming from biology, integrates a plethora of
relationships between different stakeholders to achieve the functional goal and an equilibrium26.
Principally, ecosystems are treated as dynamic, goal-driven communities, characterised by
complexity, dynamism, adaption and emergence perspective27. Similarly, in the entrepreneurial
context, ecosystems are based on interplay of strong relations that presuppose collaboration,
22
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trust and co-creation of value and share of complementary technologies and competencies28. In
aggregate, regional ecosystems involve key dimensions of (1) knowledge basis and skills; (2)
collaboration and internationalisation; (3) access to finance; (4) demand conditions and (5)
entrepreneurial conditions29 . Of particular importance is the systemic view that brings all
affected agents together for the interaction that leads to goal achievement and involves several
domains and integrates their peculiarities. The ecosystem includes environmental, technological,
economic, governance (policy) and socio-cultural dimensions. The recognition of an ecosystem
approach is crucial in the context of LNG development, as integration of LNG should achieve
environmental, technological, economic and governance (social) feasibility and value creation.
Indeed, all dimensions in an ecosystem are intertwining to propose environmental benefits,
technological feasibility, business economic considerations, governance (regulative frameworks,
coordination, collaboration, internationalisation) and social quality (public acceptance, social
responsibility, interactions, exchanges of practices, knowledge and competences).
A comprehensive ecosystem approach enables to achieve better innovation. It is argued that
regional dimension of innovation, which encapsulates both top-down (external) and bottom-up
(internal) sets of characteristics shape innovation emergence and management. Externally, the
dimension refers to the role of institutions, crucial for the knowledge creation on the local level
and governance of innovations, whereas internally it includes internal characteristics of
interaction and collaboration among different actors of a system. In aggregate, the focus is given
to issues, components, and processes in a system of innovation that operates at a localised
level. Thus, a systematic view on integration, ecosystem and thus innovation underpins the
emphasis of spatial proximity and agglomeration in the dynamics of innovation and economic
growth30. This, in turn, allows us bridging bridge innovation, competitiveness and growth within
the regional context.
An efficient integration of LNG activities on a macro-regional scale, i.e. activities that merge
resources, capabilities, industry interactions, company performance and organisational
operations from individual BSR regions and thus the Member States surrounding the Baltic Sea
require a two-prong strategic approach. On the one hand, it is argued that an efficient an
effective integration presupposes a common challenge that can be solved once it is shared
by the entire ecosystem, which encapsulates diverse industry and social actors and activities.
This, in turn, enables to achieve a shared vale, once it is reduced or eliminated on the market,
i.e. in the entire community. On the other hand, integration can be facilitated by efficiently
merging business innovation and governance dimensions from individual regions into one

28
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macro-regional strategic approach rooted in key treatise of regional integration31 and regional
innovation32.
Two perspectives (external and internal) on integration and ecosystem are twins of strategic
orientation and build the ground for the value chain integration. The theoretical mainstay of the
two-fold strategic approach refers on the one hand to the external perception – the marketbased view, which has its roots in the Organisational Theory (OI) and particularly Porter’s Five
Forces Model (1979), accompanied by related concepts that share the strategic manner rooted
in the environment, e.g. competitive advantage and business strategy perception33. On the other
hand, the theoretical foundation is underpinned by incorporation of internal strategic strengths
associated with internal resources34, dynamism and dynamic capabilities35, learning and tenets of
tacit knowledge36.
Merge of these two dimensions is nowadays essential, in particular, due to increasing pace of
uncertainty, change of economic policy paradigm and shift from the managed, over
entrepreneurial and experience economy towards digitalised, disrupted, deregulated, globalised
and highly networked social and economic performance landscape. Using the approaches
detached from each other would jeopardise the analysis and strategic orientation within the
rapid growth perspective or exploration of the overall performance indicators of the
ecosystem, e.g. PESTLE37. This is also noted and confirmed by several researchers, who claimed
that especially within the industrial exploration, the use of industrial approach – Five Forces
Model – should not be the ultimate tool, but rather should serve as a stepping-stone38. As a
result, integration of internal organisational performance and development perspective
encompassed within the resource-related concepts can be efficiently used to understand
organisational performance internally and externally as well as to eliminate the ‘locked-in’
strategic position of an enterprise based on bundled resources. Dynamic capabilities are
essential against the increasing competition and environmental change, as they enable
addressing the resources, competencies and capabilities to adopt to this changing
environment39, particularly in a sustainable way40.
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Integration of ecosystems of value chains follows similar principals and procedures. Yet, here
we need to understand the background of the value chain. According to Porter41, a value
chain enables to use a systematic way in examining firm’s activities and distilling the most
strategically relevant ones in order to understand the behaviour of costs and the existing and
potential sources of differentiation. When operated, these strategically relevant activities enable
to perform better off than competitors and thus gain competitive advantage. There can be
differentiated suppliers’ (upstream value in the supply chain) and buyers’ (downstream and
channels) value chains. Indeed, a firm, its products and services thus base an ultimate
differentiation for the buyer in the buyer’s value chain. Yet, competitive advantage is gained and
sustained not only from a firm’s value chain but also the overall value system. Nevertheless,
the value chain and thus the value system may change depending on the industry in which firm
operates. Serving particular industry segment or geographical market enables to tailor firm’s
value chain and to lower costs or achieve differentiation.
This is crucial in face of LNG as a market and a macro-region BSR, which is subject to analysis.
In addition, due to intensifying globalisation, trade and networks, serving geographically limited
markets or specific industry segments becomes rather a rare option. Today markets tend to
co-evolve and co-develop. This is true also for LNG, which is intended to be used as a resource
and competitive advantage in the transport, energy and power generation markets. Overall,
value chain is a strategic tool used to analyse relative cost position, differentiation and role of
competitive scope in achieving competitive advantage. The value chain consists of value
activities (primary and supportive): inbound logistics, operations, outbound logistics, marketing
and sales and services (primary), firm infrastructure, human resource management, technology
development and procurement (supportive). A margin stands then for a difference between a
total value and the collective costs from the performance of value activities42. As a result, it
becomes clear that industry sector or geographic location, in which the firm is operating is
crucial for competition and development of competitive advantage. It is a competitive concern.
Industry structure drives competition and profitability. It is manifested in five competitive
forces: established rivals, savvy customers, powerful suppliers, aspiring entrants and substitute
offerings43. However, firm internal sources, capital, capabilities and capacity is likely to underpin
the competitive edge and value chains, as it is discussed above in case of integration and
ecosystem.
Value chain refers to a collection of activities that are performed by a company to create value
for its customers. Value chain can be explained by value chain analysis. It is a business
management concept. According to it, value creation creates added value, which leads to
competitive advantage. Ultimately, added value also creates a higher profitability for company.
The key strength of the Porter’s Value Chain Analysis is that it implies a systematic approach. It
41
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focuses on the systems and activities with customers as the central principle rather than on
departments and accounting expense categories. This system links systems and activities to
each other and demonstrates what effect this has on costs and profit. Consequently, value chain
analysis reveals, where the sources of value and loss amounts can be found in the given
company44.
In a nutshell, at the core of value chain is value creation. Delivering or proposing value based
on a product, service, organisational or marketing service / process, which is connected to
social, business, technological or environmental dimension within the ecosystem interactions is
a concern of strategic intent and therefore is rooted within the strategic management
literature. The most applicable theoretical concepts and approaches that share the intent to
deliver a value are argued to be associated with three key scientific concepts: 1) value creation,
value chains and competitive advantage45, competitive or business strategy perspective46; 2)
resources and dynamic capabilities – Resource-Based-View (RBV)47; and 3) regional integration
and innovation management48.
A better integration within the value chain is achieved and value created when achieving shared
value49. Shared value takes into account societal needs next to pure treatment of economic
needs and define markets. Further, it highlights that social harms or weaknesses create internal
costs for firms, e.g. wasted energy, raw materials, costly accidents and need to train or
compensate for failing in education. A shared value is a redistribution approach that expands
the total pool of economic and social value. The focus is shed on improvement and
strengthening of local clusters of supporting suppliers and other institutions in order to
increase efficiency, return, quality and sustainability. In the beginning, the shared value creation
might require more sources – time and investment, but the return seems to be greater
economic value and broader strategic benefits for all stakeholders involved. The key strength of
the shared value concept is that it postulates the power to unveil global growth, by taking into
account simultaneously sustainable development – connections between societal and economic
progress (corporate performance) 50 . In order to enable share value and create suitable
opportunities, companies should reconceive their products and markets; redefine productivity
in the value chain as well as enable local cluster development. A shared value is created when in
the process there is also involved value creation for society, which addresses its needs and
challenges. It is, nevertheless, not connected with social responsibility, philanthropy and
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sustainability only in order to achieve an economic success. Yet, compliance with law, policies,
standards imposed by governments and authorities might contribute to shared value creation.
As a result, a shared value presupposes, again, integration and expansion of value generation
among the involved stakeholders. This requires taking into account the dimensions of
ecosystem – environmental, technological, economic, governance and social. We need to
redefine the performance in each of these categories by aiming at achieving a shared value.
Therefore, there is a need to redefine the productivity along the entire value chain. Yet, in
order to integrate and afterwards redefine the value chain for better societal and corporate
performance, we need to build up the integration of value chain that might lead to a shared
value. In this, it is inevitable to draw on the different dimensions of the value. Indeed, it is
believed that already each of different kind of value, when integrated, might contribute to
achievement of the shared value.
In brief, there are differentiated customer, performance, financial and learning & growth values.
These can be derived from the Balanced Scorecard to Strategy51 . As a result, within the
customer perspective, such indicators as customer satisfaction, profitability, retention, market
and account share are subsumed. Further, proceeding toward the performance dimensions, this
includes internal business processes and refers to satisfaction of shareholder expectations of
financial returns and delivery of value propositions of customers in targeted market segments.
Further, within the financial perspective, the indicators define the long-run objectives of a
company. These include, among other, rapid growth, sustainability, harvesting. Again, these tree
cover investments in supply and value chains and customer relationship development, earning
returns on the invested capital, maintenance of existing market share, expanding capacity and
enhancing continuous improvement, short payback periods, maximisation of cash flow back to
the company. Finally, within the learning and growth dimension, such indicators as
infrastructure, organisational learning, improvement of technologies, processes and capabilities.
In general, it covers people, systems and organisation procedures – sources that enable learning
and growing. In order to close these learning and growth gaps, there is a need for investments
in training or retraining, enhancing IT technologies and systems and adopting organisational
procedures and routines to a change 52.
With regard to the LNG value chain we might differentiate the following four key value groups:
a) customer – cross-sectoral and intermodal collaboration, internationalisation, networking and
clustering; b) performance (internal business processes) – achieving environmental,
technological, economic, governance and social feasibility enabled by LNG; delivery of shared
value across different transport modes and industry / business sectors (customers); c) finances
– economic feasibility of LNG by achieving innovation, diversification and efficient distribution,
thus lowering investment and operational costs; sharing of the costs, e.g. by using the same
51
52

Northon and Kaplan. 1996, p. 53.
Ibid., pp. 56-64.
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infrastructure; and d) learning & growth – competence building for LNG application, transfer
and development; collaboration and interactions in knowledge, competence and experiences
transfer; enabling cross-sectoral learning; improving research infrastructure. In overall, a value
generation for its recipient – customer – may vary among the industries. Yet, the principal issue
is that value generation and proposition to a customer is associated with the following key
attributes: a) product / service / organisational process or marketing / positioning; b) customer
relationships and governance; and c) image and reputation – branding53. As a result, all of them
should converge in a strong value proposition.
Once the value chain, its analysis and value proposition roots (integration, innovation, value
creation), tools and attributes are understood, the groundwork for integration is laid down.
Respectively, bearing in mind the principals discussed above, the integration of LNG value chain
connecting shipping, road and rail transport modes as well as energy and power generation and
usage (industry) markets, which depend on the source availability and sustainability as well as
constant energy input, is expected to happen.
Yet, the integration of different modal or sectoral value chains can be facilitated. In order to
allow better integration level, value chains should integrate both – functionally (efficient flow
process, e.g. in intermodal transportation), horizontally (cross-sectoral) and
geographically (BSR as a macro region and with other regions in EU and worldwide).
Functional integration of value chains links more efficiently elements of the low, i.e. supply
chain in order to ensure the needs of the customers are met by the suppliers with regard to
cost, availability of supply and time 54 . Functionality along the value chain refers then for
efficiency in the established supply and demand relationships among the actors involved, starting
with the supply, over manufacturing, forwarding (logistics) and towards the distribution and
additional value added created along the each of the flow step. The functionality is likely to be
higher, once steps or stages along the supply and value chains “decrease”. This includes mergers
of actors along the chains, increasing deregulation and transactions. Even in case we might have
several actors involved in the supply and value chains (in particular, on the macro-regional
level), their interactions appear to be efficient, they are strategically and operationally clustered
to provide specific transport or supply chain services.
Further, horizontally, value chains integrate once additional business activities are acquired at
the same level of the value chain in similar or different industries. Horizontal integration
allows to share resources and thus save costs at the level of the value chain at which they are
interacting. Therefore, at each of the individual stages of the supply (flow) chain, several actors
(e.g. firms, suppliers) interact together and generate some additional value – e.g. resources
53
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saving, cost sharing, higher competitive force against the counterparts, e.g. in production.
Horizontal integrations are usually related to strong market and bargaining power and might
lead to evolvement of oligopolies or monopolies. Therefore, the competition and thus
differentiation and diversification among the integrating value chains should remain. In this
particular context, we rather refer to horizontal integration as sectoral integration, where
different industry and business sectors (e.g. transport, energy, consumers) merge for better
environmental, technological, economic and social (sustainability) outputs. Horizontally, we aim
at delivering a value for more than one user, i.e. breaking one mode or sector boundaries.
Here, a shared value can be achieved, by expanding the pool of value for involved stakeholders
and customers, for instance, sustainability, process (operational) and performance efficiency,
governance and infrastructure quality.
Finally, geographically value chains merge in order to generate competitive advantage over
space, i.e. geographical clusters. The geographical integration facilitates better access to
and integration of markets, labour, resources, and people. As a result, within the flow (supply)
steps, the actors involved aim at locate themselves at of find cost-effective locations by means,
e.g. of outsourcing or offshoring. Geographical integration is linked with specialisation in a
certain geographical location. In order to maximise the efficiency of integration, regional supply
and value chains can integrate with national and global value chains.
In order to achieve integration, especially, within the regional scale, to use the competitive
advantage and access new markets, as well as to cope with increasing complexity, challenges
and needs on the regional scale that pertain to the environmental, technological, economic and
social dimensions of interactions, there is a need for a systematic approach, especially in case of
distribution.
Within the transportation sector, this systematic approach refers to integration and
implementation of intermodal transport chains. Here, intermodal interface occurs between a
local / regional level, national and global distribution and transportation system. Flows (supply)
between the modes – maritime, road, rail, inland waterway) value added activities deriving from
the connective of these modes generate the intermodal transport supply and value chain and
lead towards the integrated transport system. Together with the actors involved, transport
routes and networks, there emerge a regional or global transport networks. The integration of
intermodal transport systems is facilitated by the following enables: a) technology
(containerisation and IT); economics (investments and ROI); c) cooperation and coordination –
governance (strategic alliances, networks, clusters, regulative framework and portfolio, e.g.
agreements, non-tariffs, etc.); and d) supply chain (integrated demand for production and
transportation).
Bearing in mind these conditions or enabling / hindering factors, we can perceive a clear
correlation with the dimensions of an ecosystem or enablers and barriers that drive LNG
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development, as discussed in the previous chapters, as the same dimensions are also used in the
analysis and evaluation of the intermodal transport supply and value chains.
With regard to the given context, the overall fundamental basis for the evaluation of transport
and energy value chains in the BSR is sustainable development. Transport is one of the
domains within the industry, innovation and infrastructure dimension that needs sustainable
development55. In line with the UN Sustainable development goals – in particular Goal 9 – the
focus must be placed on development and implementation of sustainable transport that belongs
to infrastructure domain. This needs to be achieved by 2020-2030. The key sustainable
development principles cover: a) environmental responsibility, i.e. reducing the footprint lesser
than the capacity of the environment is able to accommodate; consciousness consumption of
resources; avoidance of risks and preservation of natural and cultural landscape; b) economic
efficiency, i.e. enabling higher level of economic efficiency by an appropriate resource and
labour usage; increasing capabilities and competencies; flexibility and economic stability;
employment; international trade; higher outputs and provision of demanded products and
services; c) social equity, i.e. distribution of resources among the involved based upon
comparative levels of productivity; social cohesion; maintenance of human capital and equal
opportunities56.
All these dimensions of sustainability are vital also for efficient transport and trade as well as
integration. In particular, while over the decades economic and social domains continued to
growth, environment has been largely marginalised. Yet, now the paradigm is changing and all
these three dimensions must undergo a better governance – coordination, collaboration and
integration under the given regulatory framework. Here, again, we find all four dimensions
meeting together – environment, technology, economy and governance. With regard to
sustainability, transport must meet sustainable development goals – within environment,
economic and societal dimensions. In particular, from the environmental perspective,
sustainable transport should reduce environmental impacts of transportation, improve
infrastructure and maintain it, recycle and reuse the waste. From the economic perspective,
transport becomes sustainable, as it is a stable factor of economic growth, development and
employment. Sustainability is also associated with fair pricing policy and open competition as
well as fair access to the market. this facilitates the choice of most efficient mode use as well as
transport service efficiency. Finally, society can be regarded as developing sustainably, once the
benefits are created that refer to provision of safety, confirmation of healthy environment
without causing any disturbance to the society – surrounding communities inhabitants that
might be affected by the transportation. Furthermore, equal access to goods and services
should be ensured too.
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Yet, in order to enable arrival at sustainable transport, several conditions must be met that
refer to intermodal transport performance (operations) and transport efficiency,
transport infrastructure and governance structures.
Taking into account sustainability and feasibility principals, within the intermodal
transportation performance area a sustainable transportation performance can be
measured by the performance indicators. The most important remain the following:
a) speed (time);
b) reliability;
c) flexibility;
d) connectivity (transfer);
e) efficiency drivers / enablers (environmental responsibility, technological feasibility,
economic efficiency (e.g. cost-benefit relation), social equity); and
f) governance efficiency.
Within the topical literature, these indicators can be grouped into certain groups, the so-called
Key Performance Indicators (KPIs). The KPIs can be divided into five categories:
1) Market trends and market structure indicators;
2) Socio-economic indicators;
3) Environmental performance indicators;
4) Logistic chain and operational performance indicators;
5) Governance indicators.
Subsequently, with regard to the transport infrastructure, both – hard intermodal
infrastructure and technological feasibility (e.g. technical and operational capacity equipment in
each mode – maritime, port, road, rail and inland waterway, e.g. ship size, depth in ports or
inland waterways, container handling, etc.) and soft – IT infrastructure plays crucial role in
facilitating intermodal transportation and integration of transport value chains. Finally, in terms
of governance structures, we can differentiate between the regulatory framework, policies,
investment / funding / cooperation incentives, regulations (e.g. custom duties, facilitated
agreements), coordination of intermodal transportation, collaboration, networks and clusters,
internationalisation, competence, research and knowledge platforms and ecosystem drivers and
enablers).
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As a result, a following exhibition (Table 3) of the performance indicators can be displayed with
regard to transport performance and its efficiency:
Table 3: Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) for Measuring Sustainable Development of Intermodal Transport Chains57

Domain of Key
Performance Indicator (KPI)

Key Performance Indicator (KPI)

Environmental performance
indicators

§ Availability and applicability of environmental
regulations (scope and scale)
§ Implementation of applicable environmental
regulations
§ Upcoming incentives on the EU level and their
applicability scope
§ Records of environmental footprints
§ Usage of alternative fuels to benefit environment

Market trends and market
structure indicators

§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Operational performance
(infrastructure, logistics,
processes, distribution)

§ Connectivity of different modes – maritime,
road, rail and inland waterways, air (where
applicable) and their time and cost advantages
§ Technological state-of-the-art and compliance
with environmental requirements
§ Application of technologies
§ Transhipment points
§ Interoperability indicators
§ Geographical location
§ Transport distance
§ Availability of supply
§ Availability of business models
§ Infrastructure capacity of handling
§ Time, reliability, flexibility and cost ratio
§ Interchange among transport modes
§ Modal continuity
§ Frequency of shipments / loads
§ Quality of resources used / transport load units
§ Technological standardisation
§ Distribution

57

Source: compiled by the author.
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Traffic volumes in each transport mode
Trade volumes and figures
Market shares of transport
Turnover trends
Cost-efficiency
Flexibility and time efficiency
Investment in transport infrastructure and
related equipment

Performance area
scope and scale
§ Environmental /
efficiency / social
equity

§ Economic / social
efficiency

§ Operational /
technological
efficiency

Domain of Key
Performance Indicator (KPI)
Governance structures

Key Performance Indicator (KPI)
Collaboration among different transport modes
Safety issues
Body of applicable regulations
Forms of collaboration and its effects
Institutional capacity and its building
Innovation development and transfer capability
Investment facilitation mechanisms (incentives,
funding schemes, etc.)
§ Securing the compliance with applicable
regulations and rules (environmental regulations,
non-discriminatory, fair and equal access)
§ Standardisation and increasing harmonisation of
the applicable rules, laws, incentives, processes,
etc.
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Performance area
scope and scale
§ Social equity

As a result, there can be established a strong competitive portfolio that serves as crucial basis
for LNG value chain integration by means of increasing performance and efficiency in
intermodal transportation and facilitation of value generation in other transport or industry /
business markets. This serve as a stepping stone towards understanding LNG value chains and
mapping applicable performance and efficiency in intermodal LNG transport and utilisation
value chains in the BSR.

3.3

Proposing Framework and Model for LNG Integration and Value Creation

The present section provides a specific LNG tailored framework for mapping and assessing an
increasing integration of LNG value chain in the BSR, value proposition and sharing across the
region and beyond its boundaries. The basic conceptual model (LNG value chain, Figure 4) and
the framework (Table 5) below will be applied in mapping emerging integration of LNG value
chain by stronger merging and intertwining of intermodal transportation and cross-sectoral
utilisation based on environmental, technological, economic and social (governance)
performance and efficiency records. In sum, they contribute to sustainable development along
with LNG, in particular, more sustainable transport, energy production and utilisation.
In order to better present the applicable framework and model for the anticipated LNG value
chain integration and efficiency as well as potential for value creation for diverse stakeholders, a
first substantial step is to briefly refer to functional scope and scale of LNG value chain.
As a result, a general LNG value chain provides value adding accompanying each stage of LNG
related flows (supply) of materials, information, resources, etc. A value is achieved once
benefiting the customers and providing an additional selling-point. A principal LNG value chain
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consists of the following segments: a) LNG production in gas extraction or gas production
plants; b) liquefaction; c) transportation; d) storage + regasification; e) distribution and f) endusers. Furthermore, we can differentiate between large-scale and small-scale LNG utilisation.
This depends on the allocation between the upstream and downstream activities along LNG
supply chains. Whereas upstream activities refer to the search and extraction of raw materials,
the downstream activities cover processing of the raw materials and turning them into the final
product / process. For this, in case of LNG we can distinguish among the gas production, large
scale liquefaction and transportation as upstream activities, since they concern large-scale
production of LNG and large-scale customers. Downstream activities embrace the so-called
small-scale LNG production, distribution and utilisation. Usually a small-scale LNG market
refers to the following figures and can be differentiated from the large-scale or medium-scale by
means of the following figures:
Table 4: Large vis. Small LNG market differentiation58

LNG Market Segmentation

LNG market specification

LNG market customers

Large-scale LNG portfolio

§ 4.1 million tonnes / annum, e.g. Snohvit,
Norway
§ 32 million tonnes / annum – e.g. Qatar
ResGasLNG.
§ 34 plants
§ LNG trains
§ LNG carriers
§ LNG onshore terminals

§ Industry
§ Transport – shipping
+ heavy-duty road
transportation

Small-scale LNG portfolio

§ 15.000 tonnes / annum, e.g. Tjeldbergodden,
Norway; Singapore LNG Terminal –11.000
tonnes / annum; Nynashamn – 0.25 million
tonnes / annum
§ Mini size 20 – 100 tonnes / day
§ 100-500 LNG tonnes / day
§ Medium size 500 – 3000 tonnes / day
§ LNG trucks
§ LNG floating terminals
§ Small scale storage
§ Feeder vessels – 7.500 – 20.000 m3
§ Small LNG carriers – 1.100 – 10.000 m3
§ Trucks 20-40 tonnes
§ Rail tank cars – 60-100 tonnes
§ Pipelines
§ 7 LNG bunker terminals

§ Power generation
§ Industry
§ Domestic utilisation

58

Source: compiled by the author, adopted from presentation by Tony Regan – Singapore, 2017, accessed: 30
January 2018.
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As a result, in terms of LNG integration by intermodal transportation and display of modal split,
the functionally integrated LNG supply and value chain can be depicted in the following way.

Figure 5: Principals of Functional LNG Value Chain Integration59

The integration and linkages within the chain as well as with other regional, national and
international markets can be enabled through multimodal transport networks, starting with the
gateway, which implies maritime / land interface. Seaports are referred to as gateways.
Gateways allow to connect with global markets. In particular, containerisation enables flexibility
and supply of LNG to regions that are remoted from the origin of LNG production and
liquefaction. From the gateways, LNG, can be shipped further to customers and users by using
intermodal terminal capacity. Here, LNG is distributed over satellite intermodal terminals that
are connected with the major gateway or inland ports equipped with intermodal terminals that
are connecting, integrating and servicing the hinterland. Distribution centres serve also for LNG
accessibility and transfer. These can be referred to as refuelling points, filling stations, smallscale bunkering facilities or similar.
Based on the very comprehensive and elaborated background and fundament for framework
development to serve to increase of LNG value chain integration in terms of
inter(trans)(multi)modality and value creation, the elaboration of all the indicators pertaining to
the different transport or economic, social or technological domains enable to propose the
principle template for analysis and evaluation of LNG value chain integration along each of the
LNG value chain segments. This concept for LNG value chain integration is proposed in a
tabular form and is complemented by the general perception of functional integration of LNG
value chain in terms, as briefly discussed above.

59

Source: own draft, compiled by the author.
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Table 5: Framework for Mapping and Evaluating LNG Value Chain Integration and Shared Value Creation60

Functional LNG
Value Chain
Integration
Offshore /
onshore gas
production &
supply

LARGE SCALE61

LNG Application + Specification

A) Gas production facilities:
§ Floating Liquefied Natural Gas
(FLNG)
§ Renewable energy facilities:
o bio-methane – biogas
production from e, g. livestock
o renewable electricity
production – methane from
renewable electricity (hydro,
wind on/-offshore,
photovoltaics, geothermal)

LNG Specification
within Transport
System

LNG Performance
ecosystem + KPIs in
4 domains

Location / geographic
proximity
§ Agglomeration of
economic activity –
production sites

§ Performance
measuring
according to the
indicators in
environmental,
technological,
economic and
governance
domains:
o Transport
operations &
logistics
o Market trends
& structures
o
Infrastructure
o Technological
feasibility
o Sustainability
compliance
drivers &
enablers –
environmental
responsibility,
economic
efficiency and
social equity)
o Governance
structures

Gas liquefaction –
LNG production

B) LNG liquefaction facilities:
§ Offshore LNG trains
§ Onshore LNG plants

LNG export &
transportation

C) LNG export facilities & logistics:
§ maritime
o LNG carriers – maritime
§ land-based
o LNG pipeline – land-based

Modal shift
§ Mode interface:
o Maritime –> land

LNG import –
LNG receiving
facilities

D) LNG import facilities:
§ Maritime – seaports (gateways)
§ Large-scale / medium-sized import
terminals in seaports
§ LNG FSRU

Modal shift
§ Mode interface:
o Maritime –> land
o Seaports as
gateways / hubs
o Intermodal
terminals
o Intermodal links

E) LNG storage facilities:
§ LNG FSRU
§ Small-scale LNG terminals

Location / geographic
proximity
§ Agglomeration of

SMALL SCALE

LNG storage

60

§ Transport –
handling capacity
§ Market trends –
§ Infrastructure –
§ Technological
feasibility –
§ Sustainability
compliance –
§ Governance
structures –

Source: own draft, based on the empirical data gathered, compiled by the author.
Note – large scale LNG development and use – light orange as a background colour; small scale – light blue
colour.
61
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Functional LNG
Value Chain
Integration

LNG Application + Specification

LNG Specification
within Transport
System

§ LNG bunker vessels / barges
§ LNG tanks
§ LNG mobile containers

storage sites and
capacities
§ Intermodal capacity

LNG distribution
– loading,
unloading,
reloading

F) LNG refuelling points + means:
§ Storage Facilities – small-scale
LNG terminals
§ Floating Storage Regasification
Unit (FSRU)
§ LNG bunker barges
§ LNG tank containers
§ LNG feeder vessels
§ LNG bunker ships
§ LNG trucks

Modal shift:
§ Modal interface:
o Maritime –> road
–> rail –> inland
waterways

LNG customers +
LNG end use

G) LNG as an alternative fuel for
transport:
§ Maritime:
o LNG bunkering technologies
o LNG bunkering practices
o LNG bunkering solutions
(Tank-to-Ship; Terminal-toShip; Barge-to-Ship; Ship-toShip; Removable Container-toShip; Truck-to-Ship)
o LNG fuelled ships
o LNG bunker vessels
§ Road:
o LNG heavy-duty vehicles –
trucks
o LNG fuelled public
transportation
§ Rail:
o LNG rail tender / tanker
o LNG locomotive
§ Inland waterways:
o LNG inland waterway barges
§ Technological equipment in
intermodal applications – ports,
road, rail and inland waterway,
e.g.:
o Duel-fuel engines
o LNG propulsions
o Piping systems

Modal shift:
§ Intermodal and transmodal services &
solutions for
customers + endusers
§ Intermodal terminals
§ Distribution centres
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LNG Performance
ecosystem + KPIs in
4 domains

Functional LNG
Value Chain
Integration

LNG Application + Specification

LNG Specification
within Transport
System

LNG Performance
ecosystem + KPIs in
4 domains

o Cryogenic equipment
o Handling / loading + unloading
equipment
o Power-to-Gas technologies +
equipment
LNG products /
services –
customers

H) Service portfolio:
§ LNG supply – fuelling:
o LNG satellite plants
o LNG Fuelling / Refuelling
stations
o Mobile LNG bunkering + tank
/ fuelling stations
§ LNG logistics:
o LNG powered ships: ferries.
Coastguard, offshore service
vessels
o LNG powered rail, road, ship
transport solutions and
companies
o ISO tanks – LNG compliance
procedures for standardisation
o Storage tanks
o Vaporizers
o Piping systems
o LNG installations
§ LNG Applications:
o Industry – mining; power
generation cryogenic (cold)
energy users –for cooling /
freezing (e.g. refrigeration)
o Households – power
generation
o Transport
o LNG consultancy
o Business modelling – fuel
savings, investment
investments, marketing +
branding, customer
management

Modal shift:
§ Intermodal and transmodal solutions for
customers + endusers
Location / geographic
proximity:
§ Intermodal terminals
§ Specialisation clusters
§ Distribution centres

Having distinguished, distilled, mapped and acknowledged the following mapping indicators
applicable for LNG value chain evaluation:
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a) key LNG value chains segments at which flows, activities and interactions lead towards
and propose value for its customers;
b) LNG application and specification areas;
c) LNG application within intermodal transportation system and intermodal constellations;
and
d) LNG impact areas in which LNG performance must provide environmental,
technological, economic and governance (social) feasibility (ecosystem perspective)
according to sustainable development principles,
LNG value chains can be perceived, assessed and streamlined according to the key performance
indicators pertaining to the main areas or domains of economic and social interactions. This
proposed framework (Table 5) and the principal LNG value chain and its integration (Figure 5)
has a general application character despite any regional binding.
This bears a methodological transfer strength of the developed tools to other regions, where
LNG is just at evolvement stage or where LNG planners, business stakeholders or advocates
need any tools to start with and update LNG development. This is to happen, at least on the
European level, by 2025-2030. Within the next section, a synopsis of emerging LNG value chain
with its geographic, economic and social particulars pertaining to the BSR is proposed. At this
stage of the development of the emerging integration of LNG value chain across intermodal or
multimodal application scenarios, a brief overview is given of the BSR value chain ecosystem.
This integrated value chain is to evolve. Yet, in order to enable this, it is must more feasible to
provide any tools or frameworks on how to assess, accelerate and ensure sustainable
development of value chains.
As a result, the synopsis is expected to emerge into a comprehensive LNG value chain map
(both digitally and in print) to be updated, once essential LNG business models and business
plans are proposed, piloted and evaluated with proposal of their feasibility (forthcoming in
2018–2019).

3.4

Exhibiting Emerging Integration of LNG Value Chains in the BSR

LNG value chain in the BSR shows a strong increasing performance. Yet, in order to achieve
the fundamental aim – to ensure efficient and effective sustainable integration of LNG across
different transport modes and industry / business sectors and thus to enable a shared value
creation, a sustainable ecosystem development shall be assured. An emerging integration of
LNG value chains in the BSR is therefore subject to frameworks and indicators that were
proposed in the previous sections.
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In order to keep the track of key emerging integration and interoperability of LNG value chain
in the BSR, the exhibition of LNG development and application among multimodal and crosssectoral application is presented in a consolidated form. This is a result of forthcoming
comprehensive analysis, assessment and showcase of LNG business models that will build upon
the presented strategies, rational and frameworks here.
As a result, a consequent overview of emerging LMG value chain integration in the BSR (Table
6) focuses on clustered presentation of key factors / indicators that refer to each LNG value
chains segment. This is essential bearing in mind the key target groups and future recipients –
stakeholders that usually belong to the business sector.
Table 6: Consolidated Approach for Mapping and Evaluating LNG Value Chain Integration in the BSR62

Functional LNG
Value Chain
Integration
LNG value chain
segment

LNG Application
+ Specification

§
§
§
§

Products
Services
Processes
Marketing
solutions

LNG Specification
within Transport
System
§
§

Modal split
Intermodal
operability

LNG Performance ecosystem + KPIs in 4
domains

Performance in:
§

§
§
§

Operations – supply, distribution (logistics
& transport and marketing, e.g. freight
volumes, gas quality, intermodal
operations)
Infrastructure + Technology – bunkering
procedures
Sustainability compliance
Governance – standardisation, regulation
harmonisation

To begin with, the BSR shows an emerging LNG value chain that merges and integrates all
segments of a principal LNG value chain, as displayed in Table 5 and Figure 5. In contrast to the
latest study on emerging LNG value chain in the South Baltic Sea Region (Gerlitz and
Paulauskas, 2015), the BSR is better off. With Norway on board, the region demonstrates a
strong competitive advantage over other regions, e.g. Central or Southern European region, as
already acknowledged in the frame of other studies mentioned above. For instance, to the
study, the EU-28 natural gas supplies in 2013 was covered by 34% from own production, 21% –
from Norway, 27% from Russia and the remaining 18% from North Africa and Middle East63. In
2014, the Norwegian Ministry of Petroleum and Energy reports that the total amount of gas,
including small volumes of LNG from Norway to the EU-28 accounts for 102.4 bcm (billion
62

Source: own draft, based on the empirical data gathered, compiled by the author.
Eurogas, 2014. 2014 statistical report, Brussels: Eurogas,
http://www.eurogas.org/uploads/media/Eurogas_Statistical_Report_2014_Workshop__gas_now_and_in_the_futur
e_111214.pdf, accessed: 30 January 2018.
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cm3) for 2014, which means approx. 25% of EU-28 gas demand64. With regard to LNG imports
from Norway, they amount to ca. 5%, whereas Qatar remains the leading LNG provider with a
share of 47% of the EU LNG imports. The import amounts of LNG also have dropped due to
increasing imports and opening of the LNG import terminal that started its operations in 2014.
As a result, BSR has access to large scale LNG production – key LNG export terminals
located in the BSR – Norway, e. g. Melkøya / Hamerfest in Norway (Snøhvit) operating from
2007. Next to natural gas production in Norway, potential sources for LNG on large scale are
located in the Northern Arctic parts of Russia – existing large-scale export terminals: Yamal
LNG (Novatek) from 2017 as well as large-scale LNG export plants under construction –
Arctic LNG Gydan (projected start-up – 2022/2023); Shtokman (Floating Production Unit
(FPU), Teriberka (Gazprom) and Ust-Luga Baltic Sea around (projected start-up 2022/2023
(Gazprom).

Figure 6: Melkøya Natura Gas Liquefaction Facility for Large-Scale LNG Export65

In addition to the large-scale existing LNG plants and terminals or those being under
construction or planned, the BSR possess the opportunity to utilised more renewable sources
for production of LNG, thus decreasing the use of fossil natural gas. This is a Liquefied
Biogas (LBG) that is generated from e.g. agricultural waste (livestock), industrial or household
64
65

Norwegian Petroleum Directorate, November,2015.
Adopted from: https://www.statoil.com/en/what-we-do/natural-gas/melkoya.html, accessed: 30 January 2018.
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waste, sewage sludge, biomass. The biogas that emerges from biomass is transferred and
recovered to bio-methane. Then, it is liquefied as a usual natural gas. Indeed, the BSR has
several large or medium-scale LBG plants that can be utilised as an additional source to the
conventional fossil natural gas. For instance, in Porvoo, Finland, there exist potential to produce
LBG with a capacity up to 20 tonnes / annum with a storage capacity of 2.100 m3. Further, in
Lidköping, Sweden, there exists the LBG liquefaction plant in LBG plants are planned in
Trondheim (Norway) with 125 GWh / annum (25 tonnes / day) operated by Biokraft AS.
As a result, in sum, the following operational and performance overview can be presented for
the first step of the functional integration of LNG value chain in the BSR – A) LNG
production and supply:
Table 7: Mapping LNG and LBG Exploration and Export Facilities along the LNG Value Chain in the BSR66

LNG Value Chain
Segment / BSR

LNG Application + Location

Offshore / onshore § Natural gas field in Snøhvit (NO)
gas production /
exploration / supply

§ Natural gas field in Yamal (RU)
§ Bio-methane (not location-bound,
available in the entire BSR, yet mostly
convenient and practiced – NO, SE, DK,
DE)
Gas liquefaction –
LNG

66

§ Gas processing plant – exploration:
Melkøya / Hammerfest (NO)
§ Bio-methane
§ Liquefaction services
§ Existing LNG terminals – Melkøya
(NO); Yamal LNG (RU)
§ LNG export plants under construction:
o Shtokman Teriberka (Arctic, RU)
o USt-Luga (St. Petersburg, RU)
o Arctic LNG Gydan Arctic, RU
§ SFPU & Teriberka & Ust-Luga (start-up
– 2022/2023).

LNG Specialisation –
intermodal + sectoral
§ supply, distribution (logistics & transport
and marketing, e.g. freight volumes, gas
quality, intermodal operations)
§ Infrastructure + Technology – bunkering
procedures
§ Sustainability compliance
§ Governance – standardisation, regulation
harmonisation
§ Operational capacity LNG Export
Terminals:
§ Cross-sectoral bio-methane production
sites

§ Operational capacity LNG Export
Terminals:
Melkøya / Snøhvit (NO) – 4.3 million tonnes
/ year; he gas is conveyed in a 160 km gas
pipeline to the facility
§ supply, distribution (logistics & transport
and marketing, e.g. freight volumes, gas
quality, intermodal operations)
§ Infrastructure + Technology – bunkering
procedures
§ Sustainability compliance

Source: own draft, based on the empirical data gathered, compiled by the author.
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LNG Value Chain
Segment / BSR

LNG Application + Location

LNG Specialisation –
intermodal + sectoral
§ Governance – standardisation, regulation
harmonisation

An interesting future perspective can be associated with the fact that based on renewable
methane, LNG may contribute to achieve the EU target of 10% renewable energies in the
transport sector by 2020. Even more future prospects can be associated with LBG. In this light,
LBG bears a strong competitive potential and sustainability compliance with regard to
technological, economic and social feasibility. As demonstrated in the latest report by the
International Renewable Energy Agenda (2018) and renewable energy prospects for the EU, by
2030 most passenger vehicles sold could be fully electric or hybrids, and electric vehicles could
potentially account for 16% of the overall car stock in Europe; however, even with such quick
adoption of electric vehicles, renewable power would only account for about 3% of the energy
consumption in the sector by 2030. Liquid biofuels – both advanced and conventional – will still
be needed for the existing stock of vehicles with internal combustion engines and for transport
modes where electrification is still not an option. The use of liquid biofuels could triple by 2030
compared to 2010 levels to reach ~66 billion litres. Furthermore, provided that sustainability
concerns are considered, biomass will remain key for the energy transition until 2030 and
beyond. This is especially the case for uses that are not easily converted to electricity or other
carriers in the short and medium term (e.g. high temperature processes in industry, advanced
biofuels for road freight, etc.). Overall deployment of bioenergy in the REmap scenario would
double from today’s levels; however, its share in the total consumption of renewables would
decline from 67% in 2010 to 55% in 2030 as the growing contribution of other renewables
outpaces bioenergy67.
BSR Seaports as Gateways for LNG value chain integration and value creation
Mosjøn (Gasnoir) operates from 2007 as a important terminal. Next to the large scale, we also
have small-scale export terminals in Norway that
At the moment, the BSR possess two key smalls-scale LNG gateways. These are located at the
BSR seaports.

67

https://www.irena.org/-/media/Files/IRENA/Agency/Publication/2018/Jan/IRENA_REmap_EU_preview_2018.pdf,
p. 15, accessed: 30 January 2018.
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Table 8: Consolidated Overview of LNG Value Chain Multimodal and Cross-Sectoral Integration68

Functional LNG Value
Chain Integration in the
BSR
Offshore / onshore gas
exploration, production
(e.g. biogas) & supply

LARGE SCALE69

LNG Application + Specification –
intermodal + sectoral
A) Gas production facilities:
§ Floating Liquefied Natural Gas (FLNG)
§ Renewable energy facilities:
o bio-methane – biogas production from
e, g. livestock
o renewable electricity production –
methane from renewable electricity
(hydro, wind on/-offshore,
photovoltaics, geothermal)

Location in the BSR +
geographical proximity
Location / geographic
proximity
§ Agglomeration of economic
activity – production sites

Gas liquefaction – LNG
production

B) LNG liquefaction facilities:
§ Offshore LNG trains
§ Onshore LNG plants

LNG export &
transportation

C) LNG export facilities & logistics:
§ maritime
o LNG carriers – maritime
§ land-based
o LNG pipeline – land-based

Modal shift
§ Mode interface:
o Maritime –> land

LNG import – LNG
receiving facilities

D) LNG import facilities:
§ Maritime – seaports (gateways)
§ Large-scale / medium-sized import
terminals in seaports
§ LNG FSRU

Modal shift
§ Mode interface:
o Maritime –> land
o Seaports as gateways /
hubs
o Intermodal terminals
o Intermodal links

LNG storage

E) LNG storage facilities:
§ LNG FSRU
§ Small-scale LNG terminals
§ LNG bunker vessels / barges
§ LNG tanks
§ LNG mobile containers

Location / geographic
proximity
§ Agglomeration of storage
sites and capacities
§ Intermodal capacity

LNG distribution –
loading, unloading,
reloading

F) LNG refuelling points + means:
§ Storage Facilities – small-scale LNG
terminals
§ Floating Storage Regasification Unit (FSRU)
§ LNG bunker barges

Modal shift:
§ Modal interface:
o Maritime –> road –> rail
–> inland waterways

SMALL SCALE

68

Source: own draft, based on the empirical data gathered, compiled by the author.
Note – large scale LNG development and use – light orange as a background colour; small scale – light blue
colour.
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Functional LNG Value
Chain Integration in the
BSR

LNG Application + Specification –
intermodal + sectoral
§
§
§
§

Location in the BSR +
geographical proximity

LNG tank containers
LNG feeder vessels
LNG bunker ships
LNG trucks

LNG customers + LNG
end use

G) LNG as an alternative fuel for transport:
§ Maritime:
o LNG bunkering technologies
o LNG bunkering practices
o LNG bunkering solutions (Tank-to-Ship;
Terminal-to-Ship; Barge-to-Ship; Shipto-Ship; Removable Container-to-Ship;
Truck-to-Ship)
o LNG fuelled ships
o LNG bunker vessels
§ Road:
o LNG heavy-duty vehicles – trucks
o LNG fuelled public transportation
§ Rail:
o LNG rail tender / tanker
o LNG locomotive
§ Inland waterways:
o LNG inland waterway barges
§ Technological equipment in intermodal
applications – ports, road, rail and inland
waterway, e.g.:
o Duel-fuel engines
o LNG propulsions
o Piping systems
o Cryogenic equipment
o Handling / loading + unloading
equipment
o Power-to-Gas technologies +
equipment

Modal shift:
§ Intermodal and trans-modal
services & solutions for
customers + end-users
§ Intermodal terminals
§ Distribution centres

LNG products / services –
customers

H) Service portfolio:
§ LNG supply – fuelling:
o LNG satellite plants
o LNG Fuelling / Refuelling stations
o Mobile LNG bunkering + tank / fuelling
stations
§ LNG logistics:
o LNG powered ships: ferries.
Coastguard, offshore service vessels

Modal shift:
§ Intermodal and trans-modal
solutions for customers +
end-users
Location / geographic
proximity:
§ Intermodal terminals
§ Specialisation clusters
§ Distribution centres
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Functional LNG Value
Chain Integration in the
BSR

LNG Application + Specification –
intermodal + sectoral
o LNG powered rail, road, ship transport
solutions and companies
o ISO tanks – LNG compliance
procedures for standardisation
o Storage tanks
o Vaporizers
o Piping systems
o LNG installations
§ LNG Applications:
o Industry – mining; power generation
cryogenic (cold) energy users –for
cooling / freezing (e.g. refrigeration)
o Households – power generation
o Transport
o LNG consultancy
o Business modelling – fuel savings,
investment investments, marketing +
branding, customer management
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Location in the BSR +
geographical proximity

4. Displaying Value Map of Integrated LNG Value Chain
The integration of LNG value chains accelerates by facilitating intermodal transportation and
utilisation of LNG on the different markets (shipping, transportation and energy). This allows to
achieve a shared value that, in turn, leads towards better integration, collaboration and
innovation as well as better environmental, technological, economic and social feasibility.
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Figure 7: Principal LNG Value Chain Integration Corridor Model for Intermodal Application and Value Creation70

According to the Figure 6 above, the integration of LNG value chain can be facilitated by
adopting an integration perspective and providing stakeholders with integrated LNG value chain
model. This figure proposes basic understanding how the integration within the LNG supply
and thus value chain can be accelerated and how emerging integration among LNG value chains
among the macro regions can take place, thus delivering positive synergy effects.
The next Figure 8 below displays how the principal LNG value chain model supporting
integration by means of intensifying interactions among the transport modes as well as opening
up opportunities of LNG development and transfer to other industry or economic and social
activity domains. Starting from the maritime and land interface, which are connected by the
port, LNG can be imported to the landlocked or resource-absent countries that do not have
direct access to LNG. These ports serve as so-called main gateways towards access and
70

Source: own draft, compiled by the author.
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opening up of LNG market for utilisation. Once LNG is explored, processed and transported
from LNG liquefaction plants, e.g. from overseas such as Qatar, or regionally – from Norway
or Russia, seaports as gateways become places of LNG import. We can differentiate between
the small, medium-sized and large scale important terminals in the BSR. Lithuania (Klaipeda) and
Poland (Swinojouscie) are referred as to large-scale LNG import terminals in the BSR. Yet, in
overall it is worth mentioning that from the import point of view, i.e. from gateways onwards,
the LNG value chain is rather referred to as small-scale LNG (rf. Table 4).

Figure 8: A Modelled Corridor for Integrating Intermodal and Cross-Sectoral LNG Value Chain in the BSR71

Further, in overall the BSR shows good intermodal integration from the gateways, where
intermodal terminals are existing, e.g. Klaipeda, Swinoujscie. Here, LNG can be uploaded,
uploaded and reloaded on road, rail and inland waterway transport means. Further, depending
on the customer portfolio, the BSR showcase good LNG diversification and synergies map: it
can be transported to customers, such as inland waterway ship operators, LNG fuelled and seagoing ships, such as barges, vessels, ferries (mainly – SSS – Short See Shipping); road
transportation – especially crucial issue for Germany with high road transport volumes; and
railways.
71

Source: own draft, compiled by the author.
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In terms of the last two, there exist already established LNG infrastructure, e.g. road – filling
stations for trucks (heavy-duty vehicles) near to Ulm and Berlin as well as for railways –
locomotive proposed by Lithuanian Railways. Diverse filling or refuelling stations are already in
place that enable to bunker / fill in LNG for ships, trucks and rail tenders. This, in turn,
facilitates LNG application, further development and integration across the entire macroregion.
In addition, this emerging intermodal LNG value chain is inevitable precondition for shared
value creation, by proposing value for customers, end-users, different industrial applications in
the face of achieving sustainable development compliance – good environmental performance
and reduction of carbo footprint, technological harmonisation and standardisation, economic
efficiency and social equity enabled by established and functioning governance structures and
incentives. Indeed, Figure 8 showcases an emerging intermodal LNG corridor that enables value
creation and intermodal and cross-sectoral applications of LNG.
Next to this, by having such corridor structure emerging, the BSR LNG value chain is able to
connect and merge with other LNG value chains existing or emerging, e.g. in the macro
regions, such as North Sea Region, Central or Southern Europe. Indeed, this is essential clue
for established one harmonised EU-wide LNG network as well as contributing to the
establishment of core transport network across the regions and in the entire EU. The proposed
and evolving corridor, in its current form, is able to integrate into the TEN-T EU gas
distribution networks, and multimodal transport corridor implementation as well as to
contribute towards accomplishing of Blue LNG corridors on the European scale.
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5. Instead of Conclusions: Why Integrated LNG Value Chain is the
Next Wave?
Integration in the region acts as a Force for Value Creation in Transport and Trade Systems –
in Shipping, Transportation and Energy Markets. In order to reduce the recognised research
and practice challenges and gaps and to accelerate scientific and practical development of
horizontally integrated LNG value chains, the paper combines different approaches from supply
and value chain, regional integration, innovation and strategic management literature. By using
case study from the BSR, a more structured and conceptualised way on how it might be
proceeded is discussed. This contribution is therefore a conceptual grassroots insight towards a
following empirically underpinned integrating LNG value chain and value capturing for business,
environment and society in the BSR.
From 1 January 2015, the sulphur content in fuel of ships has been limited to 0.1%, in the
northern area. This is the main consideration driving adoption of LNG as a fuel here. In the
central region, there is a lot of activity related to the establishment of a common legal
framework and harmonisation of risk assessments for LNG storage. In Central Europe,
reduction of NOx in the exhaust gas of inland waterway vessels is a primary driver considering
the option of using LNG as fuel. Another driver is bottlenecks in the European gas grid.
In southwestern Europe, LNG is an established energy carrier and is available at multiple import
terminals. The hinterland is used to distribute LNG by tanker trucks. The main driver for
southern Europe to investigate LNG bunkering is their potential position to sell services to
vessels that pass through the Mediterranean on the Europe-Asia trade routes.
There are typically six cornerstones for all initiatives aimed at introducing a small-scale LNG
value chain. To help facilitate the development of small-scale LNG infrastructure, DNV GL
developed a Recommended Practice (RP) for LNG bunkering. This helps fill the regulatory gap
between legislation/standards and local operational LNG bunkering procedures, which, in some
areas, may not even exist yet. Reliable and safe concepts, established legislation, the regulatory
framework and the necessary competences, knowledge and skills are the main requirements for
developing a LNG bunkering infrastructure. Provided LNG is available, access to capital is given
and the public is informed.
§

To summarise, the key drivers in the three identified part of Europe are:

§

Compliance with shipping regulations in northern Europe.

§

Potential bottlenecks and emission requirements in Central Europe.

§

Availability of LNG in southern Europe.
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A macro-regional integration, development and innovation requires comprehensive
understanding of economic, environmental, social, cultural and policy (governance) systems.
Therefore, solving a particular challenge, problem or turning opportunity into business, value
generation and value capturing is subject to combination of diverse theoretical approaches and
concepts. Yet, similarly, as with the strategy formulation and strategic management, a problem
or challenge oriented solution requires also understanding of ecosystem’s performance. In this
regard, economic interactions are reflected in line with environmental and social arrays, which,
in turn, are affected by certain policy regulations or outcomes thereof. For this and in order to
integrate all affected stakeholders from the BSR into one LNG value chain, the ecosystem
perspective, which merges economic, environmental, social, cultural and governance
perspective is likely to be feasible. Integration of stakeholders from involved sectors and
clusters in terms of LNG is supported by embodied strategic perception: how value is
generated in the chain and can be captured from using LNG. LNG is exploited as a resource,
capability and capacity, competitive regional advantage, value creator and thus innovation
enabler and output. A regional setting (BSR) places special framework conditions to be
addressed in terms of integration and innovation, thus understanding the BSR as Regional
Innovation System and cluster with emerging clustered and smart specialising industries of
water transport, land-based mobility, energy and power generation and environmental
compliance. For this, it is necessary to know under which economic, environmental, social and
governance conditions the integration takes places and LNG value chain is emerging.
The critical enablers are the same in all three of the European regions. They are listed in
alphabetical order, as their relative ranking may vary from region to region.
Availability of LNG to the end consumer. Having an import terminal does not mean that LNG
bunker barges can be filled.
Established legislation and regulatory framework. Land-side regulation and shipping regulation
have to interface well. Gaps in the regulation need to be closed and overregulation needs to be
reduced. Favourable investment climate and taxation. Infrastructure development has a cost
and long payback times. Investors need security that the investment is not lost. Necessary
competence, knowledge and skills. Decision makers in governments, authorities and companies
need to understand the subject of their decision-making and the consequences of the decisions
they make. On the other hand, workers need to be trained for safe operation. Public
acceptance. LNG is not well known across all of Europe. The general public must be informed
about LNG and its benefits, as well as the associated risks and how they are dealt with.
Reliable and safe logistical concepts. To serve as a fuel on regular shipping or transport
connections, LNG must be present where it is needed and when it is needed in the volumes
required.
LNG is an alternative, transitional fuel, a technology and a source of competiveness, innovation
and regional strength. It is a business opportunity and foundation for a shared value across the
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entire region. Yet, the way towards full-scale utilisation and integration of LNG within
transportation and energy markets across the BSR region is still to go. In particular, this
concerns multimodal and utilisation of synergies across individual regions of the BSR, different
industries and markets for better business opportunities, competence development and
transfer as well as innovation and growth perspectives. In this sense, a joint macro-regional
approach, immerse learning, collaboration and exchange among regions, industries, sectors,
customers and users and understanding and acknowledging different regional demands and
needs bears a strong potential to jointly undertake the initiative of LNG integration in the
macro-regional and EU-wide scale. Here, LNG bears a strong integrative force. It is an
alternative, a source of change and origin of novel processes, practices, infrastructures, results
and experiences.
The provided conceptual approach and frame for further stronger merge of integration among
the LNG value chains aims at stronger regional development and innovation by reducing
technological, knowledge and business gap and providing operational and strategic approach
towards exploitation of LNG and value creation from LNG business. It claims that building a
macro-regional integrated LNG value chain, which smartly and sustainably connects into one
chain different transport and mobility, modes, energy and power generation sectors, different
technological solutions, customers and end-users with differing needs, might emerge in an
integrated and sustainable LNG value chain of the BSR. The authors are researchers in the GO
LNG project responsible for created a more integrated LNG value chain.
The proposed approach builds upon the conceptual partnerships that share a common
denominator – value generation. Value delivery to and capturing by diverse stakeholders on the
regional scale facilitate social and economic integration and strengthens strategic positioning of
both organisations and the region itself. Respectively, taking the theoretical concepts of
innovation and integration as two grounding conceptual approaches adopted to the domain of
geographically bound and proximate interactions – the Baltic Sea Region – the existing
conceptual partnership of shared value creation and value chains (Porter & Kramer, 2006; Li et
al., 2012)
In sum, these all implying value proposition should be wrapped up within the regional
integration, innovation and ecosystem perspective, where individual regional interactions,
especially those emerging not only along vertical, but rather along horizontal (cross-sectoral)
supply and value chains, might lead to macro-regional value creation allowing stronger
innovations and more crucial competitive edge of the BSR. Indeed, strategic thought, strategic
orientation and future foresight capability development require, however, in the given present
context a cross-over perspective. Innovation is regarded as a key to both – competitiveness
and growth. The ability to innovate is one of the most powerful sources of competitive
advantage in modern economies (Holbrook and Salazar, 2003, p. 2). Respectively, being or
becoming innovative means achieving success on entrepreneurial scale leading to innovation,
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competitiveness and growth. For this, there emerges a crucial need to merge and integrate
entrepreneurial drivers – opportunity recognition, uncertainty reduction, collaboration and
integration. This also necessitates placing focus on complexity and increasing interactions that
spur or hamper innovations within a more enhanced scale – ecosystem perspective.
Multidimensionality of the innovation potential and multidimensional innovations can be
regarded as a key success factor in today’s changing economic and social environment. This
contention has been also recently supported in the literature on digitalisation and
transformation (e.g. Eckert, 2016). As a result, it is no longer sufficient to have innovations in
product or service domain segmented, respectively. Rather, much more important and crucial
is integration of innovations within all organisational performance levels that simultaneously lead
to organisational strength and higher competitive edge – product, service, organisational level,
environmental and infrastructural domain. Simultaneous perception of multidimensionality also
enables organisations to respond to the rapid pace of change, uncertainty, volatility and
complexity.
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